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Dateline Monday December 23, 2019: The Capricorn New Moon on December
25/26 is also an Annular Solar Eclipse — where the lunar orb is too far away from
the Earth to completely obscure the disk of the Sun, thereby creating a “ring of
light” effect. Nevertheless, while such an alignment of the Sun, Moon and our
home planet doesn’t carry the drama of a Total Solar Eclipse, you could consider it
equal in intensity.
For the above reasons and since this union of the Sun and Moon is very close to the
largest planet in our solar system — Jupiter — we should expect a wide array of
Big Happenings occurring on terra firma and within humanity.
Because the double-impeachment of President
Trump has just passed the U.S. House of
Representatives on December 18, a trial awaits
in the Senate — probably taking place in
January. However, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
has delayed the release of the impeachments to
the Senate until there is some agreement with
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Senate Republican Majority Leader McConnell about how the trial will proceed.
This battle among our national political leaders is shown in this Christmas New
Moon/Eclipse by the triple conjunction of Sun-Moon-Jupiter at 5 - 6 degrees of
Capricorn below, exactly squaring the Rising/Setting degrees in Libra and Aries,
and opposing the Midheaven at 6 degrees of Cancer, the exact placement of Jupiter
at the birth of America at our Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776.
Since Jupiter in Libra is stationary at the birth of
President Trump and Nancy Pelosi has her Jupiter
in Aries precisely opposite his placement, the
transit of Jupiter in Capricorn so close to a polarity
to its own position of Jupiter in Cancer from July
4, 1776 sums up the forthcoming struggle of
Mount Olympian type mythology. Add on the fact
that Nancy Pelosi is born with a triple conjunction
of Uranus-Venus-Vesta in Taurus right on the USA
Vesta, that Vesta at this New Moon/Eclipse is
nearing a direct station 3 days later, and Vesta is in
the process of making three returns to its natal
USA placement in 2019-2020, and that Juno at 17
Libra is about to unite with President Trump’s
Jupiter, and it isn’t hyperbole to realize that
something immense is on the verge of influencing
the United States. Plus, the next Full Moon on January 10 — the same day as a
Superior Conjunction of the Sun and Messenger of the Gods planet Mercury as
well as a station and shift direct by shock-master and radical-change agent Uranus
in Taurus — represents the culmination of whatever develops in the two weeks
starting December 25/26.
In terms of expansion of consciousness, studying metaphysics and developing
astute psychic abilities, this New Moon/Eclipse has plenty to offer as Jupiter’s
presence with the Sun and Moon can become a source of Providence and
Benevolence if you are in the right place, at the right time, and in the right state of
mind. Plus, an imagination-enhancing and soul-stirring Sun-Neptune quintile (72degree alignment) reaches exactitude a little over an hour after the New Moon/
Eclipse occurs.
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Around the world, Global Hot Spots are
numerous. Some of the key regions showing the
greatest concentration of celestial discord include
— Turkey and the Middle East (especially Saudi
Arabia, Iraq and Iran), Ireland and portions of
England, Australia and New Zealand, Argentina,
most of the USA, Canada, Central and South
America, and a good portion of the continent of Africa.
More specifically the following cities are hit with troubling alignments — Baghdad
(Saturn rising), Jiddah, birth place of Osama bin Laden (Saturn and Pluto rising),
Riyadh (Vesta below), Beijing and Darwin, Australia (Uranus rising), Wellington
(Neptune above), Buenos Aires (Pluto below), Kyoto (Mars
setting), Belfast and Dublin (Neptune below and Mars
rising), Honolulu (Pluto setting).
Mars in Scorpio below through Washington, Oregon and
California is likely to manifest as the continuation of the
recent rain-wind storm, aberrant weather conditions for a
couple of more weeks. Neptune in Pisces setting in the
Dakotas, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas will
certainly add a note of chaos/confusion as well as its own
brand of icy, snowy or severe rainfall events.
Note: Jupiter so strong at this New Moon/Eclipse is
associated with judicial matters and higher courts in the
field of Mundane Astrology. This will be signified by
the appearance of Supreme Court Chief Justice John
Roberts (born January 27, 1955 and his chart given
with my podcast #9 in the Mark Lerner Radio
AstroScope
section
of
our www.greatbearenterprises.com website) — John
Roberts being the judge at the Senate trial of the
president. While being the judge or presiding officer at
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the Senate trial doesn’t give John Roberts the same kind of power as a judge in a
typical court trial, America will witness an incredible educational lesson about our
three-part government with its Executive, Legislative and Judicial branches.
Keep tuned to this online channel for late-breaking astrological stories.
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